Secure Your Electronics – Lock em’ Down and Go to Sleep
By Bernard Williams, Outdoor Writer
I’ve used RAM marine mounting systems for years. They’re easy to install, sturdy and allow you to easily
remove your expensive electronics for safe keeping. I like the fact that they let you reposition the unit at
will to any viewing angle. They’re constructed with marine grade power-coated aluminum and stainless
steel hardware. The premium rubber RAM balls allow for maximum vibration resistance. On top of that
they come with a lifetime warranty. Just can’t beat that, no way.
I now find out that RAM makes mounts for almost every kind of electronic device made; from iPhones,
Androids, GPS devices, Laptops, DLSR Cameras, GoPro Cameras, Radios and Printers to Keyboards, Tablets
and iPads; surface or suction mounts; they have it all. Enough said, you know the story; that’s not what this
article is about. It’s about the RAM Tamper Resistant Pin-Lock Security Knob and the Keyed Locking Knob.
You’ve just made a major investment in electronic equipment; you need to protect your investment.
RAM Mounts protect your device from
damaging shock and vibration, but what about
theft and tampering? RAM now offers a full
collection of security products that guards
your devices mounted on RAM mounts from
theft and uninvited tampering. If you add the
security knob or nut to your RAM mount, it will
stop thieves from stealing your expensive
electronic gear. The security knob will also
stop users from altering or removing the
device.
The PIN-LOCK Security Knob is low profile and adds no additional bulk to your system. It costs only a
fraction of the price of other keyed locking knobs. It
certainly adds peace of mind when leaving your
electronics in public places. It’s available for gimbal
mounted electronics. It’s affordable and simple to
install.
When choosing a locking system, be sure you
select one that can survive the harsh environments
fishermen encounter. Extremely cold weather can
wreak havoc on your mounting equipment. The Cold
Weather Wrench lets you give the arm and extra tight grip in very cold
weather. It was initially made for military use when the knob could not be
tightened by hand in cold weather. I don’t endorse products that don’t work;
friends believe me when I say this is worth the investment. I can sleep sound
knowing my costly electronics will be on the boat the next morning. Like I said
earlier, Lock em’ Down and Go to Sleep. Bernard

